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in the field in America north of Mexico had been able to identify specimens, there
would have been many more publications.

The systematic section [descriptions, distribution (with maps) and keys to identi-
fication] occupies over 700 pages, and then there are almost 150 pages of high-quality
illustrations, mainly of diagnostic characters but including some habitus illustra-
tions. Remaining parts are a systematic index and a cladistic analysis.

Smetana states that his cladistic analysis is hindered by lack of understanding of
groups belonging to and allied to 

 

Philonthus

 

 worldwide. His next endeavor will be a
worldwide analysis. This new analysis may cause changes in generic assignment of
the species of America north of Mexico. Beware, reader, that the generic assignment
of species names in this book is not set in stone! Yes, it would have been “nice” if the
worldwide cladistic analysis had been done before this book appeared in print so that
the generic assignments would have been less subject to future change. But I for one
am extremely pleased to see the appearance of this book now, and I will gladly live
with the need for future changes.

Doubtless some people will be deterred by the price of the book. But it has 946
pages, so consider the average price of a technical book of half that number of pages
produced by a “big name” publisher (I won’t name them - you know them), and you
will realize that this book is a bargain. It is simply that 

 

Philonthus

 

 and allies are a
large subtribe within a very large family. Knowledge of systematics of very many of
the other subtribes of the family is extremely poor in America north of Mexico, and
much worse in all other regions except Europe. If only Smetana were to live 946 years,
he might present us with many other much-needed volumes!

I have extremely few criticisms and will air only one. Smetana states that many
species of Philonthina were introduced to America north of Mexico. In fact, very few
species were introduced, and these recently, by USDA entomologists, as natural ene-
mies of pest flies whose larvae inhabit cattle-dung. Most of the species that Smetana
regards as “introduced” arrived by unknown means (not by purposeful introduction)
and should be classed as immigrants [see Frank & McCoy Florida Entomol. 73: 1-9
(1990), 76: 1-53 (1993), 78: 21-35 (1995)]. But, then, most humans in America north of
Mexico also are immigrants, or at least of immigrant stock.
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